In pursuit of perfection
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There is nothing conservative about this
company as indeed there was nothing
conservative involved when Louis XIV, at

approach has always been to question
unrelentingly what the body can do, how far
it can be pushed, has been a regular guest
choreographer over many years. Angelin
Preljocaj, one of France’s most sought after
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Thirdly, the Paris Opera Ballet has a particular

passing on to current dancers what they

approach to coaching its artists and takes
seriously the importance of passing on its
heritage from one generation to another.
Nowhere is this made more obvious than
in Dominique Delouche’s 2005 film, Serge
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learnt from Lifar. And while this approach
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is not unusual in ballet companies around
the world, it is the passionate belief in and
understanding of what has passed before that
makes the coaching of the older generation
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